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Convention Policies
Puchicon Cosplay Contest
Puchi-con encourages all of our guests to come in and be
creative with their cosplays. We want everyone to be safe
and enjoy the convention. To do so, in accordance with the
local, state, and federal safety and regulations, there are
some restrictions as to what can be worn and what can be
brought to the con.

Please be mindful and respectful to everyone. This con is
open to everyone and bodyshaming or being inappropriate
to other guests or con-goers will not be tolerated. Any
minor infractions of the rules will result in being asked to be
changed. Any major or repeated infractions to the rules will
result in you forfeiting your badge and expulsion from
Puchi-Con with no refunds.
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Proper steps must be taken by our cosplayers to make
sure their costume is fashionably secure and prevent any
possibility of a wardrobe malfunction. 

- Shoes are required at all times: All of our cosplayers are
required to wear shoes at all times during the convention. 

- No Sharp Edges or Spikes: Cosplayers must not have
any sharp edges on their costume. All edges must be
made up of a soft material that will not harm any other
attendees or damage any property. 

- Cosplay cannot obstruct the view or passageway: All
cosplays must fit through the doorway or cannot take up
the span length of two people. If a cosplay is disrupting the
flow of traffic, you may be asked to remove your cosplay or
change your cosplay outfit. Exceptions to this rule will be
granted for the cosplay contest. 

- Cannot pose as military or first responders: There are no
realistic depiction of the military, law enforcement, or other
official government uniforms allowed. No first responders
uniform are allowed at the convention. 

- Indecent Exposure: Cosplayers are not allowed to
expose private parts of their area during the convention.
We ask all our female cosplayers to have a minimum of
coverage as a bikini and male cosplayers to have a
coverage brief style

Cosplay Rules



Convention Policies
Props Rules
All props brought in to the convention and surrounding
spaces are the responsibility of the owners. The owner
assumes and acknowledges the risk of prop damage, lost,
or theft. The owner assumes full liability for oneself and for
others. Puchi-con is not responsible for any damage, lost,
or stolen prop or items. Puchi-con is also not responsible
for any injury, harm, damage, or other liability associated
with any person’s weapon, prop, or costume during the
convention. Puchi-con has the right to not permit any
weapons for any reason into the convention.

- No Live or Steel Metal: No prop or weapon made of metal
is allowed into the convention. Any sharp-pointed weapon
or blade will immediately be turned down and ask to be put
away before entering the con. Dull wood weapons and
plastic weapons are allowed, but may not be swung,
brandish, or involved in other sorts of motion. 

- No Compound Bows: Professional, straight bows, and
loaded toy bows are also not allowed. Arrows must not be
made of metal and do not have a sharp pointed edge.
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No Real Guns or Firearms allowed: 
Prop Guns are also not allowed in the convention. Anyone
who brings in a replica of a firearm will be asked to remove
from the convention or leave the premise. Foam &
cardboard is ok.

- No Explosives: Any explosives (including firecrackers or
fireworks) are not allowed 

- Misuse of your prop: Use of props that violates Puchi-con
rules in any way, or if it’s deemed unsafe by the staff will
result in expulsion from the con without refund.

Kids: Cosplayers ages 15 or younger
Novice: Cosplayers over the age of 15, and have won
anywhere from 0-2 awards for any of their cosplays
Journeyman: Cosplayers over the age of 15, and have
won anywhere from 3-6 awards for any of their
cosplays
Masters: Cosplayers over the age of 15 and have won
over 6 awards for any of their cosplays.

 A Cosplay Masquerade combines craftsmanship and
performance aspects. There are typically 3 levels for
craftsmanship, but Puchicon has added a fourth for our
younger cosplayers. Our Craftsmanship levels are as
follows:
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Masquerade Policy
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The Cosplay Judges may move contestants up a level at
their discretion if they find that their skill set better aligns
with a higher category while they are inspecting their
cosplay. The judges will always ask before approaching to
inspect craftsmanship/seams/etc. and will be careful with
everyone’s cosplays. The Cosplay Repair booth will be
close by in case of any mishaps and/or need for repair
before or after judging as well as during the convention
weekend.

Kids: Cosplayers ages 15 or younger
Novice: Cosplayers over the age of 15, and have won
anywhere from 0-2 awards for any of their cosplays
Journeyman: Cosplayers over the age of 15, and have
won anywhere from 3-6 awards for any of their
cosplays
Masters: Cosplayers over the age of 15 and have won
over 6 awards for any of their cosplays.

 A Cosplay Masquerade combines craftsmanship and
performance aspects. There are typically 3 levels for
craftsmanship, but Puchicon has added a fourth for our
younger cosplayers. Our Craftsmanship levels are as
follows:

Our judges are experienced and trained to judge off
craftsmanship, creativity, and knowledge of craftsmanship.
Judges will be touching garments and examining props for
the purpose of choosing the best craftsmanship. 

If you enter a cosplay that is store-bought, the only awards
you can be eligible for are performance awards (like best
skit/performance, and best stage presence.) There are
several types of performances allowed; skits, dances,
singing, and other types of performances (to be approved
at the Cosplay Director’s discretion). 

Store-Bought cosplays will no longer be eligible for awards
for the Cosplay Masquerade. A new event will be created
for those to showcase any store-bought cosplays. To be
eligible for Craftsmanship awards and Best in Show, you
must be present at craftsmanship judging in cosplay. If you
do not show up in cosplay, the judges cannot properly
assess and judge your cosplays, or ask questions about
how your cosplays are put together. At least 70% of your
cosplay must be made or heavily altered* by yourself or
the person entering it into the masquerade. If you are
modeling a cosplay made by someone else, only they
would be eligible for winning the craftsmanship awards
and they must be on-site to win.
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Masquerade Rules
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 All cosplays and props must be self-contained
(contestants must be able to get themselves on and off
stage by themselves or have their own
assistant/handler. We cannot guarantee we will have
staff on-hand to assist getting contestants on and off
stage) 
No real weapons allowed (even if the edges are
dull/unsharpened) on the premises 

This includes realistic looking firearms, projectiles,
and/or guns

No pyrotechnics, vapes, e-cigs, or smoke machines of
that nature as they are not permitted inside the venue 
Everything that is brought onto the stage must come
off the stage with you 

I.e.: throwing confetti or flower petals is prohibited 
No live combat or gymnastics in the stage area
(message the cosplay director at
puchiconcosplay@gmail.com with any questions)
No use of excessive profanity in skits (language must
be PG-13 as Puchicon is a family-friendly event)

No throwing things off stage. If your skit requires
moving off-stage, email Puchiconcosplay@gmail.com
Do not exceed the time limit of your skit (Max time
allowed, 3 minutes) going over will get you/your group
disqualified
If your Skit requires Music or recorded dialog, it must
be provided by the contestant and given to the cosplay
director no later than Saturday, October 21st, 2023, by
4pm otherwise you will not be able to perform

You can give your music to the cosplay director
either before or after pre-judging 

If you are doing a walk-on, background music will be
provided by Puchicon IT and played in the background
If you are doing a skit, you need to have an
introduction for your skit (one or two sentences) written
down on your application in the introduction box. 

Failure to write an introduction for your skit means
that Puchicon staff will have to improv and the
Puchicon Cosplay Director is very bad at that. If
that affects your performance that is not the fault of
the Cosplay Director.
The MC may be able to Improv, but do you want to
take that risk?

mailto:puchiconcosplay@gmail.com
mailto:Puchiconcosplay@gmail.com
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Masquerade Judging Rules
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Each contestant can only be in one skit (even as a
background character or audio only) is prohibited and
can lead to both groups being disqualified from
potential awards
You may NOT enter the same cosplay into the Hall
contest and the Masquerade. Entering the same
cosplay into both contests will result in being
disqualified from both contests. 
Contestants caught cheating (aka, claiming someone
else’s work as their own) will result in getting
Blacklisted** and will not being able to win awards at
this and future events at Puchicon. 
If you have entered a cosplay into the masquerade that
has won an award before, it must have been Heavily
Altered* or improved since the last time it has won an
award to be eligible for another award. 
If entering at the Master Craftsmanship Level, you
must have a Build Book*** to showcase the progress
of your build to the judges. It can be either a physical
Build Book or a digital build book. 

At least 70% of your cosplay must be made or heavily
altered* to be eligible for a Craftsmanship award or
Best in Show
Have a refence photo of your cosplay available for the
judges to see at the time of your judging.

For any questions or concerns about any Puchicon
policies please visit https://www.puchicon.com

https://www.puchicon.com/
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Panels &
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Camelback 2023
List arranged alphabetically by panelist

Do you love going to conventions but find it difficult because
of your disability? Then this is the panel for you! This panel
will discuss tips for attending a convention if you have a
disability! Ally.art3 is an autistic cosplayer and advocate for
disabled individuals. She will share tips about attending a
convention, accessibility information, making cosplays that
won’t cause sensory issues, dealing with loud noises at
cons, and much more!

Ally.art3: Tips for Going to a Con with a
Disability

Super Mario: A Brief History Learn more about Mario himself
in this brief history of the famous plumber.

Nintendo 3DS Streetpass/Pokémon Meetup Bring your 3DS
in this event and have some fun! 

Antibishonen Super Mario

The Owl House: Coven Trials Discover the secrets of
Hexside School of Magic and Demonics and learn how to
create your very own Palisman. Will it be a loyal dog, a fierce
dragon, or perhaps... a wise owl? The choice is yours as we
explore the fascinating world of Palismans in this interactive
and informative panel.

IDOLiSH7: Rabbitube Live! Dive into the exhilarating
universe of Idolish7. Join the frenzy as they take the stage,
competing in a series of thrilling minigames where you can
snag fantastic prizes.

BXCosplay

Capes on the Couch talk Spike Spiegel How does a man so
lazy get so much done? How does a man leaving his past
get so caught up in it at the end? How does a man of such
indifference find love and compassion in the most awkward
of circumstances? All of this and more will be explored as
Anthony and Doc Issues of Capes on the Couch discuss
Spike Spiegel of Cowboy Bebop!

Capes on Couch
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Aggretsuko Yoga 101: A Beginner’s Guide to Taming Your
Office Rage Tame your rage! This panel will discuss the
basics of yoga and meditation, and share easy ways to bring
calm to both your office hours and personal life. Sharingan
Yin Yoga Yin & restorative yoga is a calming and meditative
yoga class with long-held poses. A perfect pairing with
Sharingan. We will explore gentle, slow sequences before
resting and recharging our eyes and bodies. This class is
perfect for those looking to unwind and "chill," instead of
loud music and flashing lights. No yoga experience or mat
needed. Pillows are welcomed!

The Cosplayin’ Yogis

Demon Slayer Yoga Hashiramas, and those in training, this
class is built for you. Join Tanjiro as he challenges your mind
& body with yoga. This beginner, all-level class, will teach
you a main yoga sequence, a breathing technique, and
partner poses to strengthen your everyday skills. No mat
required.

Chaimera’s Swap Meet - Got old merch you don't want?
Well, come on down to Chaimera’s swap meet and trade it
for new merch you DO want! Whether it's figures, plushies,
trading cards, or other merch, come display your stuff and
check out others’. One person's junk is another's treasure.
No cash exchange, no weapons that would not be allowed
in, con props are fine, and nothing R-rated.

Chaimera_rrr
Con Survival -  If you’re new or unfamiliar with cons
(conventions), this panel is for you as we go over tips &
tricks as well as do’s & don’ts on attending cons, whether it’s
about managing money & time, etiquette, & your health.

Dean Aquino, Pharm.D, R.Ph

All-Ages Puchi Pool Party! (TICKETS SOLD SEPARATELY)
Hang out in Aquatopia on Saturday night for a PuchiCon-
exclusive after-hours pool party with our DJs playing tunes!
You might even spot mermaids in the pool! (Note that this
event has a separate ticket from the con badge. Lifeguards
gotta pay their bills too.)

DJ Kyon and DJ Juandizimo

10 Notes or Less Based off of "Name That Tune", come
guess these anime and their openers with just 10 notes and
a clue. Prizes will be given!

F.C.
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Planning to Run a Con? With PuchiCon! - Learn how to
put together a convention with tips and advice from
PuchiCon’s con chair! 

How to Draw Manga with Sena - Do you feel like you’re
not that good at drawing? Well, I got you! In this panel I will
teach you how to draw manga. You can now show your new
art skills to your friends and family.

Founder of PuchiCon

Cosplay Just Dance! - Do you like cosplay? Do you like
dancing? Well good news, this is the panel for you! In this
panel, you get to choose a song to dance to in the game
Just Dance and perform it in cosplay. With song possibilities
ranging from Hatsune Miku to Beyoncé to Psy, the
possibilities for your cosplay-dance mashups are endless!

FoggyEvenings

Promo Battles -  Ever wanted to be a pro wrestler for
WWE/AEW/ROH/IMPACT and make your voice be heard by
the MILLIONS?!! Do you have the mic skills to make an
ordinary match into WrestleMania’s main event with a game-
changing promo? Well, now’s your chance to join FPW’s
roster to learn how to cut a mean promo showcasing who
you are and just how amazing you are against your
opponent! Have fun and give it your best to rock that promo
and win the judges over as they give you a match, type,
arena, city, and stipulation: do you have what it takes to be
crowned PuchiCon’s promo king/queen? This is your
chance to be heard!! 

Create an Entrance - A pro wrestling superstar needs a
few things, but one of the flashier aspects of a wrestler is an
amazing song and an amazing entrance! Let Frontier Pro
Wrestling help you out with that--tell us your wrestling name,
where you’re from, and let us make you a star! Pick your
own entrance music as you come down to the ring and
make it the entrance you’ve always wanted it to be or make
an entrance in full cosplay and show us what it would look
like if ALL MIGHT were to enter the squared circle. Will you
be the babyface other attendees and FPW roster cheer for,
or the heel we love to hate and boo? While you show up and
show out, our judges will give a score on your performance
and give you tips and pointers. Do you have what it takes to
be the next Shawn Michaels showstopper?!

Frontier Pro Wrestling
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K-Pop Dance Showcase by H4T Official - Prepare for
trouble, and make it double! Because we are Hope for
Tomorrow! H4T is a Philadelphia-based K-Pop dance group
established in March 2019 with over 37 members. We
produce a variety of covers and perform at local events in
the Pennsylvania area. If you are interested in K-Pop, this is
the panel for you!

H4T Official

The Life of a Househusband / Pro Wrestler - Join the
roster of Frontier Pro Wrestling on Sunday for this Q&A
panel where you can ask them everything you’ve ever
wanted to know about what it takes to become a wrestler
and more! 

K-Pop/J-Pop Random Dance! - Ready to show off your
moves? Join @intr0vertedcosplay in a KPOP/JPOP Random
Dance Play! If you know the song, show us what you got!

Intr0vertedcosplay

All in the Family - A Q&A with Hollywood Parents and Kids
Learn what it’s like to be part of a show business family and
the perspective of being an actor while still going to school. 

Jade Kindar-Martin, Jophielle Love,
Raphael Luce, and Piper Rubio

Five Actors At Freddy’s: The Ultimate FNAF Q&A Panel Join
five of our special guests for an amazing Q&A on what it’s
been like to work on the Five Nights franchise, both voice
acting in the games and being a face actor in the movie!
NOTE: Exact nature of questions they can answer is
dependent on status of the ongoing strike. 

Joe Gaudet, Jade Kindar-Martin, Piper
Rubio, Christopher McCullough, and
Jophielle Love

Ghost Hunting and Paranormal Investigation - A brief
overview of ghost hunting and investigating haunted homes
from demonologist and ghost hunter Kevin Meares. Kevin
will be going over some classic cases as long as his own
personal experience from nearly 30 years of investigation
with time for questions and comments.

Kevin Meares, Demonologist
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Intro to Burlesque and Q&A with the Cast (18+ ONLY) -
Get to know our cast, ask your questions about
performance, and get a hands-on intro in burlesque and
nerdlesque! 

K-Pop That Pastie Presents -A Night of Nerdlesque (18+
ONLY) Attention fellow K-Pop fans: Armys, BLINKS, Stays,
Atiny, multi stans, and casual listeners alike! K-Pop has
taken the West by storm recently, but our performers have
been fans for a while! Our talented cast will take you on a
journey through dancing, singing, stripping, and comedy all
set to K-Pop and J-Pop music. From classic Burlesque to
Nerdlesque to group dances… even if you're not a KPop
fan, there is something for everyone in this show!

K-Pop That Pastie

Anime Rants (18+ ONLY) Have any hot takes on anime?
WELL IF YOU DO I’m willing to hear you out on a 1 on 1
discussion about anything anime. Each person gets 5
minutes of debate to defend their topic.

Lynn the Explorer

Then we’ll tally up whether the audience agrees or
disagrees with what was said. If you win you’ll get a pin with
bragging rights, and the panel will be live streamed on
Instagram by your host, Lynn the Explorer <3

Old Show, Current Politics - What’s the Deal with Legend
of the Galactic Heroes? Let's take a closer look at the
science fiction anime classic, Legend of the Galactic
Heroes! We'll delve into its deep themes about politics and
society, many of which still feel relevant today. We'll also
explore what the series was trying to say, and what we can
take away from it.

Matt Lieb

Meet and Greet with Neo Japonism - Have you ever
wanted to experience an authentic meet and greet event
with J-Pop idols just like in Japan? We flew in a real J-Pop
band so you can do just that! Come shake their hands, get
your kawaii photos, and buy some merch in preparation for
their big concert on Sunday! Don’t forget your glow sticks
and fans!

Neo Japonism

Neo Japonism Concert - NEO JAPONISM thinks that
“fighting” means “not running away” from difficulties. The
existence of NEO JAPONISM will be the power to live
tomorrow. Your love will become the power to make NEO
JAPONISM’s dreams come true. In order to create such a
future together, we will continue to look forward and face
difficulties no matter what. We fight today so you can live
tomorrow.
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Xemnas After Dark (18+ ONLY) - Let’s all get together and
have some late-night fun with Paul St. Peter, the voice of
Xemnas, from KINGDOM HEARTS! Have you ever
wondered what it would be like to have Xemnas whisper
sweet nothings in your ear? Maybe there is a favorite line
from an anime or film that you would like to hear spoken in
that silky, Organization XIII voice. Well, now is your chance!
Mr. St. Peter will circulate papers for all to write upon, and
then read the lines that are written by the attendees. Sexy,
silly, weird, and just downright odd lines are welcome!

Paul St. Peter

Ask A Mermaid - Do you want to be a mermaid? Come
discuss with the Pennsylvania Mermaid Pod the dos and
don'ts of mermaiding, from where to start as a beginner to
where to go as a professional. From mermaid tail and swim
basics, to funny stories of how humans talk to professional
mermaids, and everything in between.

The Pennsylvania Mermaid Pod

Quick Save Concert - Your one-stop shop for games,
grooves, and good vibes. These merciless musicians have
come from Baltimore to share video game music (VGM)
along the East Coast. Returning for their second year at
PuchiCon, they're ready to perform again with their mix of
rock, jazz, and funk. From nostalgic classics to newfound
favorites, there's something for everyone here. Come for the
myriad of saxophones, stay for the funky bass and sick
guitar solos

Quick Save

Meet Voice Actor Ray Chase - Come meet Ray Chase,
the voice actor who brings to life numerous iconic characters
such as Tengen Uzui from Demon Slayer, Neuvillette from
Genshin Impact, Noctis from Final Fantasy 15, Sukuna from
Jujutsu Kaisen, the Master of Masters from Kingdom Hearts
3, and many more!

Ray Chase

Reni Mimura in Concert! - Moe moe games and fun
audience participation in the show! Come dance with Reni!

Reni Mimura
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Whose Con Is It Anyway?! (18+ ONLY) - Previously
known as "PowerPoint Karaoke", we are back to test your
improv skills! Defend your waifu, voice over a scene, and go
headto-head with other con goers in chaotic, fast paced
entertainment!

Rustic Dagger Company

Costume in Combat - A Star Wars Story This is a class
that focuses on the creation of Star Wars costumes and how
Saber Guild alters them to make them ready for lightsaber
stage combat in our shows and productions while
maximizing movie screen accuracy. 

Jedi Training (Adults) SIGNUPS REQUIRED IN
ADVANCE—VISIT THEIR SIGNUP TABLE  - This training
session has limited attendee signups and focuses on the
basics of lightsaber combat taught by our veteran lightsaber
instructors. This is a beginner class on lightsaber stage
combat which will instruct the basic forms, moves, and
fighting combinations typically taught to people attending

Saber Guild – Malachor Temple

 their first night at one of our group's practices. Due to the
combat nature of this class, it is limited for people aged 18
and older or 13+ with participating adult guardian. We
provide all required training materials required for class
instruction.

Padawan Training Institute (Kids) SIGNUPS REQUIRED
IN ADVANCE— VISIT THEIR SIGNUP TABLE - This is a
scripted show where kids are taught the ways of the Force
by a Jedi Master. At the end of the show, participating
younglings become Padawans and receive a branded
certificate of completion from a Jedi Master and the
opportunity to select a Kyber Crystal for their new lightsaber
they can now begin building.

How to Draw Manga - Come relax and learn how to draw
manga with Sena!

Sena

Just Chatting About Vtubers!  - Curious about those
anime streamers you see all over the internet? Those are
Vtubers! Today we’re going to talk all about them, what they
do, and how to become one!

Silver Verity
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FNAF Jeopardy - Welcome to your first day on the job
playing Five Nights at Freddy’s Jeopardy! The animatronics
tend to get a bit quirky at night, so you’ll have to answer a
few questions relating to the FNAF games in order to
escape. Do you have what it takes to win the game &
escape the animatronics? Oh, also there’s a pizza for you in
the break room. Good luck!

Spookie and Goose

Super Thrash Bros. Concert - Anyone who attends a
Super Thrash Bros. show can expect to be bombarded by a
wave of nostalgia, as they take you on a heavy metal
journey through Hyrule Kingdom, the Mushroom Kingdom,
and beyond!

Super Thrash Bros.

Game Show Super Show - It's your chance to experience
the feeling of being on a television game show! Come ready 

That Game Show GuyThat Game Show
Guy

to have a good time, and you can have a chance to play our
games of luck, trivia knowledge and word skill. 6 Lots of
prizes are waiting to be won, and they can all be yours. So
step right up, you’re the next lucky contestant on the Game
Show Super Show!

Mental Health and Cosplay Go Hand in Hand - Don’t let
the cosplay community stress you out. Tips and tricks to
maintain a healthy cosplay life.

Thattallcosplayer

Thrillkiller concert - Exploding on the scene in the fall of
2015, mixing elements of metal, rock, pop and others,
Thrillkiller delivers a viciously unique style of music. With the
launch of their debut EP, Time in January of 2016, followed
by their totally fan funded debut release showdown in
summer of 2016, Thrillkiller are supporting their third
release, San Francisco Moto. In 2020, a new music video
was released for the song Digital Desperado.

Thrillkiller

The Isekai Challenge: Conquer Truck-Kun! - Welcome to
the thrilling and mind-bending game show! Prepare yourself
for an extraordinary adventure as contestants delve into the
world of isekai, where ordinary individuals are transported to
parallel universes or alternate realities. But beware of the

Tokyo Bronx ACG
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legendary Truck-Kun, the infamous catalyst behind many
isekai journeys! In this captivating game show, contestants
will face a series of challenges, designed to test their
knowledge of isekai tropes and their ability to adapt to
unfamiliar environments.

Cartooning Drawing Workshop with Ed Mouzon - Our
focus is to introduce artists to cartooning through their own
original drawings. We will teach basic anatomy and cartoon
layouts. We work with young artists to create cool
superheroes to match their wonderful powers. The kids will
make up costume designs and learn how to draw them. At
the completion of the class, the kids will have a basic
character they can place into a fun story and have loads of
fun. This year our interactive focus is crafting original
characters for a collective project called "Battle Bronx".
Battles portrayed in these stories are meant to be light-
hearted and fun for all ages. The characters and stories that
this year's participants will make are added to mini books
that will be presented at future events. Examples of Battle
Bronx stories will be available during the workshop.

Uncle Yo’s Trauma Recovery & Naruto - Karl "Uncle Yo"
Custer is a geek-oriented clinical worker who uses geek
culture to illustrate trauma: how we recognize, treat and
empower ourselves to live with it.

Uncle Yo

Anime Roulette - Contestants try to guess anime titles from
the "best" bad descriptions of the shows. Cons Against
Humanity (18+ ONLY) Cards against Humanity with a con
themed twist! Guest starring Paul St. Peter to join in the
chaos!

Unlockable Content

Xeno Gamez With Cha!! - Ever been interested in doing a
live gaming recording for YouTube? Well, here's your
chance! Join Xeno and others on a couch gaming segment
that's all about cooperation, competition, laughs, and fun!
Which game will it be? You just have to be there to find out!
So LET'S DO THIS!!!!

Xeno



Friday, 10/20

Volunteer orientation at 5 PM. *in case of inclement weather, VIP s'mores will be served at panel room A.
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Badge pickup
closed; hotel
check-in still

open

HEMISPHERES
(RESORT
LOBBY)

RESORT 4R (4TH
FLOOR)

Day Zero Pajama
Party Cosplay
Meetup (4th 
floor hallway)

Vendors and
artists load in
(loading dock
access at this

time) 2 to 7 PM

CLOSED

Karaoke!

BREAKOUT 3/4
(RESORT 4TH

FLOOR)

CLOSED

Artist and vendor setup

ARTIST'S ALLEY DEALER'S
(RESORT 4TH ROOM (RESORT
FLOOR ROOM 4TH FLOOR 
C)ROOM D)

TRAIL'S END
BONFIRES
(OUTSIDE)

VIP BADGE
EVENT: 

S'mores, 
spooky stories,

and songs!*

2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM
5:15 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:30 PM
6:45 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:30 PM
7:45 PM
8:00 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
8:45 PM
9:00 PM
9:15 PM
9:30 PM
9:45 PM
10:00 PM
10:15 PM

Hotel check-in,
badge pickups for
artists, vendors,

special guests, and
pre-registered 

attendees 
2 to 6 PM

VIP and staff/volunteer vendor room
preview (Ray Chase, Paul Castro Jr,
Chris McCullough and Joe Gaudet

signing)

Schedule - Friday
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Saturday 10/21

REGISTRATION
(RESORT
LOBBY)

PREFUNCTION
(4TH FLOOR
HALLWAY)

PANEL ROOM A PANEL ROOM B
(RESORT 4TH (RESORT 4TH

FLOOR) FLOOR)

BREAKOUT 2
(RESORT 4TH

FLOOR)

BREAKOUT 3/4
(RESORT 4TH

FLOOR)

PENNSYLVANIA 
ARTIST'S ALLEY DEALER'S ROOM (MAIN
(RESORT 4TH ROOM (RESORT EVENTS)
FLOOR ROOM 4TH FLOOR (MOUNTAIN 
C)ROOM D)LODGE)

VALLEY VIEW
ROOM

(SECONDARY
EVENTS)

(MOUNTAIN
LODGE)

THIRSTY CAMEL EAST SIDE CAFE
(MOUNTAIN (MOUNTAIN

LODGE) LODGE)

SMOKEHOUSE
BBQ

(MOUNTAIN
LODGE)

AQUATOPIA
(INDOOR

WATERPARK)
HEMISPHERES
(RESORT
LOBBY)

10:00 AM
10:15 AM
10:30 AM
10:45 AM
11:00 AM
11:15 AM
11:30 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM
5:15 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:30 PM
6:45 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:30 PM
7:45 PM
8:00 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
8:45 PM
9:00 PM
9:15 PM
9:30 PM
9:45 PM
10:00 PM
10:15 PM
10:30 PM
10:45 PM
11:00 PM
11:15 PM
11:30 PM
11:45 PM

CLOSED

REGISTRATION
OPEN 10AM-

10PM

REGISTRATION
OPEN 10AM-

10PM

Soul Eater
Cosplay Meetup

Danganronpa
Cosplay
Meetup

Demon Slayer
Cosplay
Meetup

Genshin Impact
Cosplay Meetup
(open field north

of Aquatopia's
parking lot)

Naruto Cosplay
Meetup (in

Arcade)

DreamSMP and
QSMP Cosplay

Meetup

Project Sekai /
Vocaloid Cosplay

Meetup (in
Arcade)

Malachor Temple
Jedi Training

signups -- 
register here to
participate in 
their panels!!

CLOSED

Whose Con Is It
Anyway? with
Rustic Dagger
Company (18+)

The Isekai
Challenge:

Conquer Truck-
Kun! with Tokyo

Bronx ACG

Owl House: 
Coven Trials with

BxCosplay

Jojo's Bizarre FNAF Jeopardy
Adventure with Spookie and 

Cosplay MeetupGoose

CLOSED

Cosplay Just
Dance! with
FoggyEvening
s

Cons Against
Humanity by
Unlockable

Content (& Paul
St. Peter) (18+)

Anime Roulette
with Unlockable
Content (& Paul

Castro Jr)

10 Notes or Less
with F.C.

Con Survival with
Dean Aquino

Meet Voice Actor
Ray Chase

Super Mario: A
Brief History with

Antibishonen

Costume in 
Just Chatting Combat: A Star

About Vtubers! Wars Story with 
with Silver VeritySaber Guild - 

Malachor Temple

Anime Rants with Xemnas After
Lynn the Explorer Dark with Paul St. 
(18+)Peter (18+)

CLOSED

CLOSED

Nintendo 3DS
Streetpass /

Pokemon
meetup with
Antibishonen

Mental Health
and Cosplay Go
Hand in Hand

with
Thattallcosplayer

Tips for Going to
a Con with a

Disability with
Ally.art3

Neo Japonism
Handshake/Meet

and Greet!

CLOSED

CLOSED

OPEN GAMING
(Video gaming

tournament
schedule TBA)

CLOSED

Artist setup

CLOSED

Dealer setup

ARTIST'S ALLEY DEALER'S ROOM
OPEN 11AM-7PMOPEN 11AM-7PM

Thrillkiller
Concert

Setup for music
performances

FIVE ACTORS AT
FREDDY'S: THE

ULTIMATE FNAF
Q&A PANEL

COSPLAY
MASQUERADE

hosted by Uncle
Yo

Intro to 
Burlesque and
Q&A with K-Pop
That Pastie
(18+)

 K-Pop That 
Pastie Presents:

A Night of
Nerdlesque (18+)

Professor Shyguy
Concert

Setup for
wrestling ring

Frontier Pro
Wrestling

Setup for Jedi
training

Padawan 
Training Institute

Setup for maid
cafe

MILKPINK MOE 
Quick Save MAID SHOW 1
Concert

Adult Jedi 
Training with 
Saber Guild- 

Malachor Temple
MILKPINK MOE 

K-Pop Dance MAID SHOW 2
Showcase by H4T 
Official

Sharingan Yin 
Yoga with the 

Cosplayin' Yogis
Reni Mimura 
Concert

MILKPINK MOE
MAID SHOW 3

TABLETOP 
GAMES & D&D

CAMPAIGN OPEN
TABLES (TTRPG
game sessions

TBA)

TABLETOP 
GAMES & D&D

CAMPAIGN OPEN
TABLES (TTRPG
game sessions

TBA)

CLOSED

Hall Cosplay and
Masquerade
Prejudging

Pre-Masquerade
Green Room for

contestants

CLOSED

Pool party setup

OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC

All Ages Puchi
Pool Party feat.
DJ Kyon and DJ

Juandizimo

10:00 AM
10:15 AM
10:30 AM
10:45 AM
11:00 AM
11:15 AM
11:30 AM
11:45 AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
5:00 PM
5:15 PM
5:30 PM
5:45 PM
6:00 PM
6:15 PM
6:30 PM
6:45 PM
7:00 PM
7:15 PM
7:30 PM
7:45 PM
8:00 PM
8:15 PM
8:30 PM
8:45 PM
9:00 PM
9:15 PM
9:30 PM
9:45 PM
10:00 PM
10:15 PM
10:30 PM
10:45 PM
11:00 PM
11:15 PM
11:30 PM
11:45 PM

Quirks, Capes, and
Heroes: Crafting
Your MHA Hero

Identity with
BxCosplay

Ghost Hunting and
Paranormal

Investigation with
Kevin Meares,
Demonologist

Old Show, Current
Politics: What’s the
Deal with Legend 

of the Galactic
Heroes? with Matt

Lieb

Aggretsuko Yoga
101: A Beginner’s
Guide to Taming
Your Office Rage

with the Cosplayin'
Yogis

Schedule - Saturday
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Sunday 10/22

REGISTRATION
(RESORT 
LOBBY)

PREFUNCTION
(4TH FLOOR
HALLWAY)

PANEL ROOM A PANEL ROOM B
(RESORT 4TH (RESORT 4TH

FLOOR) FLOOR)

BREAKOUT 2
(RESORT 4TH

FLOOR)

BREAKOUT 3/4
(RESORT 4TH

FLOOR)

PENNSYLVANIA 
ARTIST'S ALLEY DEALER'S ROOM (MAIN
(RESORT 4TH ROOM (RESORT EVENTS)
FLOOR ROOM 4TH FLOOR (MOUNTAIN 
C)ROOM D)LODGE)

VALLEY VIEW
ROOM

(SECONDARY
EVENTS)

(MOUNTAIN
LODGE)

THIRSTY CAMEL EAST SIDE CAFE
(MOUNTAIN (MOUNTAIN

LODGE) LODGE)
HEMISPHERES
(RESORT
LOBBY)

10:00
AM
10:15
AM
10:30
AM
10:45
AM
11:00
AM
11:15
AM
11:30
AM
11:45
AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM

CLOSED

REGISTRATION My Hero
OPEN 10AM-3PMAcademia 

Cosplay Meetup

Pokemon Cosplay
Meetup

Homestuck
Cosplay Meetup

Malachor Temple
Jedi Training

signups -- 
register here to
participate in 
their panels!!

CLOSED

Ask A Mermaid
with the

Pennsylvania
Mermaid Pod

Capes on the
Couch talk Spike

Spiegel

The Game Show
Super Show with
That Game Show

Guy!

The Life of a
Househusband /

Pro Wrestler with
Frontier Pro

Wrestling

CLOSED

Xeno Gamez
With Cha!!

Uncle Yo's 
Trauma Recovery

and Naruto

CLOSED

How to Draw
Manga with Sena

Cartooning
Drawing

Workshop with
Ed Mouzon

Planning to Run a 
Con? With 
PuchiCon!

Chaimera's Swap 
Meet!

CLOSED

OPEN GAMING
(Video gaming

tournament
schedule TBA)

Artist setup Dealer setup

ARTIST'S ALLEY DEALER'S ROOM
OPEN 11AM-5PMOPEN 11AM-5PM

CLOSED

Super Thrash
Bros. Concert

Music
performances

setup

NEO JAPONISM
Concert

All in the Family:
A Q&A with
Hollywood

Parents and Kids

Karaoke

CLOSED

Demon Slayer
Yoga with the
Cosplayin'
Yogis

CLOSED

MILKPINK MOE 
Adult Jedi MAID SHOW 4

Training with 
Saber Guild - 
Malachor Temple

MILKPINK MOE
MAID SHOW 5

MILKPINK MOE
MAID SHOW 6

Maid Cafe Setup

TABLETOP 
GAMES & D&D

CAMPAIGN OPEN
TABLES (TTRPG
game sessions

TBA)

10:00
AM
10:15
AM
10:30
AM
10:45
AM
11:00
AM
11:15
AM
11:30
AM
11:45
AM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
1:00 PM
1:15 PM
1:30 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:15 PM
2:30 PM
2:45 PM
3:00 PM
3:15 PM
3:30 PM
3:45 PM
4:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM

K-Pop/J-Pop
Random Dance!

with
Intr0vertedcosplay

Schedule - Sunday
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